
CAP ARMSTRONG ESSAY

How to Become Eligible for Promotion. 1. General Advancement Pre-Requisites ( Ref: CAPR , ) Be a current CAP
cadet, as shown in eServices.

Ground personnel are not awarded the propeller clasp. Any CAP member may nominate another cadet or
officer for the exceptional service award, but the duty must involve the fulfillment of a duty that greatly
benefits the region or wing. It consists of a ribbon and a certificate. For example, when the search objective is
sighted, rescue by aircraft may be impossible so the crew reports the find by relaying the information to an
official ground station. Members initiating a recommendation must have knowledge of an act or service that
merits recognition. A bronze three-bladed propeller device is also worn on the ribbon for finds as aircrew
members. The ribbon of the award is worn by all cadets and officers who were members of the unit during the
time period for which the citation is awarded. All nominations for this award must be approved by the region
commander. Only one level of command may be shown on the ribbon. There are some negative aspects of
aerospace innovations. One of the most frequent mistakes I make is that when you need to address an issue,
you should always address the group as a whole, without singling anyone out. Participation must be verified
by the on-scene commander. Command Service Ribbon[ edit ] Command service ribbon Awarded to Senior
Members who have served at least 1 year continuous service as commander â€” squadron, group, wing, etc.
All members participating in the mission in any capacity may be eligible for the ribbon. These two awards are
made to recognize completion of steps in the professional development program related specifically to
aerospace education. Aerospace Education Awards[ edit ] The aerospace education awards are presented to
senior members who excel in furthering the educational aspects of the Civil Air Patrol's mission. Programs
Ribbons[ edit ] These ribbons are awarded to members for participating in or providing leadership for National
Cadet Special Activities. Cadet encampments, usually a week in length, provide cadets with an intense look at
military life. A bronze clasp is awarded to cadet staff members and officers who provide leadership for the
encampment. I like the approach you're taking on your essay. Each subsequent activity is represented by a
bronze star affixed to the basic ribbon. Repetitive awards may be recognized by wearing additional stars in the
appropriate competition level. Civil Air Patrol headquarters has now authorized the wear of a bronze device
for every additional 60 hours of community service. If more than three devices are authorized for wear on this
ribbon, a second ribbon is worn to the left from the point of view of the wearer of the initial ribbon. If the act
of service is deemed to be important at the region level or wing level, the member is generally recommended
for the Exceptional Service Award or the Meritorious Service Award. Benjamin O. A bronze three-bladed
propeller device will be worn centered on Air Search and Rescue Ribbons earned as aircrew members. This
award does not come with a full-sized medal of its own, [4] though a miniature medal is available for senior
members to wear on their mess dress uniforms that must be purchased through an outside vendor. Awesome
improvement! Upon validation of the test results, a certificate is issued by the member's wing. Any member
may nominate deserving cadets or officers for the award. In case of a search and rescue find by aircraft, a
ribbon will be awarded to all crew members. If the same individual earn a clasp as a ground member who
makes a find, they are authorized to attach the clasp to the same ribbon with the bronze propeller. Word count:
Throughout my time in this program, I have learned a lot about the main concept and the various styles of
leadership. Additional Bronze Clasps are awarded for each additional 5 years of service. This award does not
come with a full-sized medal. It is named for Benjamin O. A distress find involves a downed aircraft or
persons in distress. Leadership Award[ edit ] Leadership Award ribbon The Leadership Award is presented to
senior CAP members who complete training to earn a technician rating in one of 26 specialty tracks. Aircrew
Members. Other satellites do not look down at Earth, but rather up and into outer-space. Subsequent awards
are denoted by the addition of bronze and silver clasps to the ribbon. Finally, singling a cadet out for
punishment is an element of hazing, which should always be avoided. A bronze clasp is awarded for each
additional 10 sorties, and replaced by a silver clasp after 50 additional sorties. Like the Gill Robb Wilson
Award, there is no full-sized medal for this award.


